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1. The Profit Machine Recipe 

Today I am a business owner of various multi-million dollar 

companies. But it was not always like this. I started out with nothing, 

zero and less than nothing. I struggled and suffered just like 

everyone else trying to start a business. My first business failed 

dismally. This was a huge disappointment. 

I was forced to take a job to pay of the debts that I incurred during 

my first business failure. During this period it bugged me intensely 

why I have failed and struggled to come over the disappointment. 

After months of work during my spare time, I finally figured out 

what it took to succeed and discovered what I did wrong. I compiled 

my first process to successfully build a sustainable business. Back 

then it was still crude but I had a process. This was the start of my 

Profit Machine. 

I have refined the process over the years and have built many multi-

million dollar businesses resulting in many Profit Machines. 

How did I do it ? 

Instead of just jumping into a business idea I used a step-by-step 

process, a recipe, to build my businesses. I do this relentlessly and 

have refined the process over the years to what it is today embedded 

in various online courses and processes. 

I am now in a position to share this step-by-step process or recipe 

with you.  

This process makes starting a business or re-positioning an existing 

business easy and simple. Just follow the recipe.  
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2. The Profit Machine Mechanism 

Have you considered starting a business and becoming financially 

independent like so many people out there? There are over 36 

million businesses in the USA, United Kingdom, Canada and 

Australia alone. It is probably triple that in the rest of the world. 

Why can you not be one of these business owners that are financially 

independent and who creates their own job security? 

Starting a new business can be a scary proposition. Perhaps the 

scariest thing of all is knowing that many businesses won't be 

successful. It is however a known fact that 80% of businesses do 

make it through the first year while only 50% make it through the 

first 5 years. This means that there is a 20% failure rate in year 1 and 

a 50% failure rate over 5 years.  

So if business is a mechanism how do you turn it into a profit 

machine ? 

  

3. Why Do Businesses Fail 

The reasons why most businesses fail can be summarised as follows 

• Lack of planning 

• Lack of profits 

• Poor cash-flow 

• Lack of funding 

• Under-capitalization 

• Overestimation of product and service sales 

• Poor target market definition 

• No clear objectives 
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• Lack of product or service differentiators 

• Negative mindset 

• Lack of knowledge 

• These are just some of the reasons why businesses fail. There 

are many more. 

The question is how can you improve your odds of being one of the 

80% that succeed in year one and one of the 50% that succeed over a 

five year period ? 

4. Invest in Yourself 

Warren Buffet is most probably the most famous investor of all time 

and he said that “the most important investment you can make is in 

yourself.” 

"If you fail to plan you plan to fail" is a cliche that is very true in 

business. Entrepreneurs have a tendency to have a high-level 

conceptual plan of what they want to do and then jump in with 

everything that they have at their disposal without careful 

consideration. Most of the time the high-level conceptual plan is in 

their head. This is where things tend to go wrong.  

Many prospective entrepreneurs have excuses 

1. I do not have enough money 

2. I do not have a big enough business network 

3. I do not have enough time 

4. I do not have enough experience 

5. I do not have a good enough business idea 
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6. I do not have the right personality 

7. I don’t know where to start 

What is your excuse ?  

We have found that the common denominator to all these excuses is 

fear  

Fear is one of the biggest inhibitors to you achieving your dreams 

and desires. So many prospective entrepreneurs have contemplated 

starting their own business but just to back down because of fear.  

Fear manifests itself when you are faced with the unknown. When 

the perceived risks outweigh your ability to act. You then 

do......nothing.   

Fear also manifests itself when you think of the implications for your 

family. You may be the breadwinner in the family and that fear of 

not being able to do so may leave you with serious doubts. You do 

not act because of fear. 

Let's take the example of a tight rope walker. Will you just jump on a 

tight rope between two buildings and start walking to the next ? 

Probably not because the fear of falling to your death below will 

prohibit you from taking that risk. You do not act because of fear. 

If they put a harness on you with another rope above which will 

catch you when you fall then you may actually consider doing the 

walk because then the risk is mitigated. It is still stressful but the 

worst case scenario is hanging onto the rope above.  
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5. The Profit Machine Harness 

At Entrepreneur Training Courses we have created tried and tested 

processes in the form of online courses. These online processes are 

your harness that will keep you from falling and failing. The recipe of 

The Profit Machine is embedded in these processes.  

It is the rope that will catch you. You will have a road-map which 

mitigates the unknown and provides a sense of certainty. Your fear is 

minimized through the processes of this courses. You are now ready 

to take that next step. 

Various assessments and assignments need to be completed where 

each assignment and assessment is guiding you towards a business 

road-map for your business.  

On completion you will have a complete business roadmap for your 

business which removes any uncertainty that you may have had 

including whether you will have a feasible and sustainable business. 

You can do this without leaving your comfort zone as yet. Don’t 

resign your job as yet. Do the course and obtain your business 

roadmap. Get the road-map by doing the course and then take the 

next step with certainty of what you need to do to start your own 

business. 

You may at this point think that you do not have a business idea as 

yet. No problem….. As a bonus you will gain access to an up and 

running online business. You will use the course to define your own 

online business which will slot into the up and running online 
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business. You will gain valuable experience by applying the 

principles of this course to your own online business where you can 

earn an income. 

You may at this point think that this is not for you. You are perhaps 

an employee of a company who earns a salary on a monthly basis. 

You may not realise it but you as an employee have got your own 

little business. You are a sole proprietorship. Think about what you 

do on a daily basis. You market yourself with your skills. You earn 

revenue. You've got expenses in other words you've got an income 

statement. You are building assets by buying a house that means 

you've got a balance sheet so you are a sole proprietorship.  This 

course will teach you fundamental principles that you can use to 

actually achieve your goals within your environment as an employee. 

If you have a business it is of vital importance to test yourself against 

the principles of what I am going to teach you. Use this as a checklist 

to ensure that you are on the right track. You may be pleasantly 

surprised at the outcome. I have seen many business owners 

wondering why they have not had this from the beginning of their 

business. This is also for you. 
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6. The Profit Machine and You 

By following these step-by-step processes you will have a complete 

business roadmap for your own business customized for your own 

environment. 

You will have a competitive edge over another business who have 

not done this course. 

You will have a foundation from which to replicate your own Profit 

Machine that can become unstoppable. 

You will have a clear idea whether your business idea is feasible or 

not. 

Your risks will be mitigated with plans to overcome those risks 

You will be able to become financially free by leveraging your own 

Profit Machine. 

You will save a tremendous amount of time and money since you will 

avoid costly mistakes. 

You will save time since you can follow these processes on your 

smartphone by downloading an app. 

It is an online process and you can choose your own pace and build 

your own customized Profit Machine based on your own passionas 

and strengths. 

I will be your online mentor you through the process and you can use 

my experience to build your own Profit Machine. 
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You will be able to do this without quitting your day job or 

neglecting your family, your hobbies, or anything else that is of 

interest to you.  

7. What will your Profit Machine cost ? 

Many people have asked what the value of this Profit Machine 

Process is.  

If you could create a business worth $ 10 M, would you pay $ 10 000 

for a course that will give you this business. This is equal 0.001% of 

the value of your business ? 

If you could create a business worth $ 1 M, would you pay $ 10 000 

for the course that will give you this business. This is equal 0.01% of 

the value of your business ? 

The answer will most probably be yes. The problem is that many 

people do not have the $10 000 to pay for the process when they 

start out. I wanted to make this process really affordable so that 

everybody has a chance to start their own businesses.  

For the latest pricing visit 

https://shoppingcart.entrepreneurtrainingcourses.com/ 

We are literally giving away the processes at a fraction of the price 

that it is worth 
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8. Profit Machine Guarantee 

We are so confident that our Profit Machine will provide you with 

the required benefits that we offer a 30 – day Money Back Guarantee. 

This process really works. 

9. How Do You Access The Profit Machine Process ? 

Well, you need to enroll into the Profit Machine Process. This is a 

very easy process. 

Visit https://shoppingcart.entrepreneurtrainingcourses.com/ now 

and simply add the required process to your cart to enroll. 

Upon payment confirmation you will receive the login instructions 

and login details. You can enroll instantly through this extremely 

easy enrolment process. 

You can have access to these processes within 5 minutes from now. 

What is stopping you ? You can start building your own unstoppable 

Profit Machine today. 

10. So What if I Don’t Enrol Into The Profit Machine 

Process  

Well, this is totally up to you. No one can force you to enrol into this 

process but keep this in mind. By not enrolling into the process you 

will in all likelihood: 

1. Be in the same situation where you are today a year from now!! 

Now this is a scary thought. 
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2. Not be able to leverage the Profit Machine Process that can 

make you and your business unstoppable whether you are 

starting out, have a business or want to build a career as an 

employee.. 
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